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The past year has been one of the most
consequential years in the history of the Coast
Guard Reserve. We stabilized our financial
resources, began the process of restoring our
workforce, and we are on the precipice of the
most significant organizational change since
force integration in the mid-1990s.
On top of all of that, we maintained our
presence at Naval Station Guantanamo in
support of enduring Department of Defense
requirements with multiple Port Security Unit
deployments, while simultaneously surging
across the globe in response to Hurricanes
Florence and Michael domestically, and
Typhoons Mangkhut and Yutu in the western
Pacific.

Boat crews from Coast Guard Station Houston
conduct law enforcement training on the 29-foot
Response Boats-Small on March 22, 2018 in the
Houston Ship Channel near Kemah, Texas. Law
enforcement training ensures members maintain
operational readiness. (U.S. Coast Guard photo by
Petty Officer 3rd Class Johanna Strickland).

The Coast Guard Reserve also deployed
elements of multiple Port Security Units in
support of maritime security operations at the
2018 Asian Pacific Economic Cooperation
(APEC) Economic Leaders Week in Port
Moresby, Papua New Guinea. For the first time
the Coast Guard was allowed to provide port
security and anti-terrorism protection abroad in
concert with the Papua New Guinea Joint
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Security Task Force and Australian Defense
Forces. Our success in this deployment clearly
illustrates the flexibility of our deployable
specialized forces community.
It is through the unmatched patriotism,
professionalism, and preparedness of our
reservists that the Coast Guard Reserve
continues to maintain its unblemished record of
operational success. The horizon is clear; and
keeping up with the scope and pace of positive
changes impacting the Reserve today can be
difficult, but it’s a great problem to have!
Commandant’s Strategic Direction

Beyond Semper Paratus – A READY
Reserve
With the unique mobilization authority granted
to the Secretary of Homeland Security under
Title 14 of United States Code, the Coast Guard
Reserve must be ready to respond to serious
natural or manmade disasters within 48 hours.
The definition of “serious natural or manmade
disaster” is extremely broad, requiring readiness
in a range of competencies from boat operations,
to law enforcement, to marine environmental
response.
Lt. Gen. Rex McMillan, former commanding
general of Marine Forces Reserve, put it best
when he said, “Always consider your next drill as
the last one before you are activated and
deployed.” I’d like to think this ethos was on the
mind of the 1,100 reservists across the nation
who drilled the weekend before Hurricane
Florence made landfall on the east coast.
We can’t be certain whether these reservists
considered whether they would be activated only
days later or not; what we can be certain of is,
when they were activated they moved out
smartly and accomplished the mission. We
remain committed to allocating available
resources toward increasing our readiness
posture, especially given the many domestic and
international uncertainties we may be called
upon to support.

The Reserve has continued to be blessed with
outstanding support from the top. One of the
first things Adm. Karl Schultz did upon
becoming Commandant of the Coast Guard was
to issue a new Reserve Component Policy
Statement, providing a clear statement on the
value of the Reserve as well as providing key
strategic direction guiding the continued
development and refinement of the Reserve
workforce.
In addition, the Commandant has made
strengthening the Reserve one of his top
priorities as evidenced by the inclusion of the
Reserve in the Coast Guard Strategic Plan
2018 – 2022. In the plan he states, “The
Reserve Component is an essential force
multiplier that merits
optimized policies, efficient
processes, and an integrated
organizational structure.”
Moreover, Adm. Schultz’s
Guiding Principles for the
Coast Guard, Ready,
Relevant, and Responsive,
seemed almost purpose-built
for the Reserve. These words
perfectly describe the Coast
Guard Reserve, which was on
the forefront of the shift from
a strategic to an operational
Reserve well over 25 years
ago. And while our past is a
ME2 Roger watches as ME3 Combes engages a target. PSU 301 Shoreside
positive indicator for our
Security Division members can quickly establish a fixed fighting positions
future, it’s important to look
and provide point defense operations. Proficiency with these crew served
at the Reserve through the
weapons is very time intensive but crucial to the effectiveness of PSU
operational capabilities.
Commandant’s lens.
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Bolstering the Public Trust – A
RELEVANT Reserve
The future is notoriously hard to predict. While
we remain ready to respond to planned
contingencies, we must always be looking over
the horizon to identify the risk posed by the
unknown. Who could have predicted the
demand for domestic port security prior to the
terrorist attacks of 9-11? Who could have
imagined a catastrophe like the Deepwater
Horizon oil spill?
The maritime domain is dynamic and
complex. As the Coast Guard works with partner
agencies and industry representatives we will
continue to evaluate the operational risk that
drives competency requirements. The agility and
flexibility of the Reserve has been key to decades
of operational relevance and success; however,
we must remain vigilant and position ourselves
to rapidly respond to the next unplanned
contingency.
We are actively engaged with Coast Guard
program managers to establish clear and
consistent contingency response requirements to
be assigned to the Reserve Component. As
outlined in the Commandant’s Reserve
Component Policy Statement, we will be ready,
with the relevant competencies necessary, to
meet mission requirements “within the

prioritized focus areas of Defense Operations;
Ports, Waterways, and Coastal Security; Incident
Response and Management; and Mission
Support.”
As our requirements develop, and the
management of our processes mature, we will be
better positioned to align Reserve requirements
with emerging strategic priorities of the Coast
Guard, the Department of Homeland Security,
and the Nation.
Our Hallmark – A RESPONSIVE Reserve
At their core, Coast Guard reservists are
responders. Whether it is meeting an urgent
contingency need or simply filling a day-to-day
active duty support requirement, the Reserve is
counted on to respond. Simply look at the
annual mobilization/active duty rates since
September 2001. In seven years the activation
rate exceeded 40%, in two years it exceeded
50%, and in FY03 over 70% of the Reserve
performed some sort of active duty.
This year’s Hurricane season looked like it
would be eerily quiet compared to the depth and
breadth of last year’s storms. Sadly, late season
storms in the Carolinas and Florida panhandle
served as constant reminders of Mother Nature’s
power. At the same time, even larger storms
ravaged the western Pacific, from Hawaii to
Guam. In response, over 300 reservists
quickly set aside the comforts of home
to assist in the response and recovery
to these storms.
A Look Back – A Year of
Stabilization and Renewal

Members of the U.S. Coast Guard’s Gulf Strike Team rescue an
elderly couple after floodwaters from the Waccamaw River took
over their apartment complex in Horry County, South Carolina,
Sept. 19, 2018. As a result of Hurricane Florence, certain rivers
flooding from the north continue to pose a threat to communities
throughout the Carolinas. (U.S. Coast Guard photo by Petty
Officer 1st Class Jon-Paul Rios)
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The Reserve faced a number of
resource challenges over the past five
years which required a hard look at
what the Reserve can, and should, do
in support of Coast Guard operations.
In 2018, we took a number of positive
steps toward improving the
management of limited resources and
began the process of restoring our
workforce to authorized levels.
Through exceptional management
and oversight we were able to support
a significant increase in additional

training for many of our reservists. In particular,
we were able to significantly reduce the time
required for junior petty officers to obtain initial
qualification and certification in key boat forces
and law enforcement competencies.
In April, we restored special pay incentives
at our Port Security Units and reinstituted
enlistment and affiliation bonuses. The return
on investment in these areas has been significant
with the Reserve seeing a 3.4% increase in
overall strength, and a 4.4% increase in enlisted
strength, between March and October. We
continue to evaluate the tools available to build
back to our authorized strength of 7,000
and support the readiness of the Port Security
Units given the regularity with which they are
mobilized and deployed.
As we addressed each of these concerns it
became obvious that we needed a stronger
governance structure to oversee the many

complementary and competing interests
affecting the Reserve. The Reserve Component is
not just the sum of its parts; it is a highly
complex “system of systems”. It requires a
modernized structure to ensure we are
maximizing readiness today and tomorrow by
employing a mission-ready total workforce.
Tomorrow’s Reserve - Enhanced
Governance
In February the Coast Guard Reserve celebrated
its 78th birthday. Over the years there have been
many changes in what we’ve been asked to do
and how we do it. We see major milestones in
our wake that have helped shape the force of
today: Streamlining, Integration, Augmentation.
But now we find ourselves at the dawn of the
next major change to our organizational
structure with the imminent shift of the Director

Petty Officer 1st Class Emily Staton, a boatswain’s mate from USCG Port Security Unit 301, prepares to get
underway for a gunnery exercise. Petty Officer Staton is one of the unit Coxswains. USCG Coxswains are the
Men and Women who command small craft. Petty Officer Staton not only pilots the 32 ft Transportable Port
Security Boat, but is also in charge of the safety of those aboard
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of Reserve from the Mission Support enterprise
into the Deputy Commandant for Operations.
An integrated project team consisting of
experts from across the Coast Guard, both active
and reserve, evaluated a number of gaps in our
Headquarters structure and recommended a
shift from a workforce to an operational
capability would best position the Reserve
Component for success. This change will build
upon the many successes we’ve had over the past
few years which have led to a better managed,
more focused Reserve.
When I looked back at previous Coast Guard
communications to the ROA, I was particularly
struck by what Rear Adm. Kurt Hinrichs said in
early 2017 when he wrote, “While resource
challenges remain a concern, I am heartened by
progress in a number of key areas that have set
the stage for a Reserve renaissance”. I have to
agree; by working across the operational and
mission support communities we have laid the
ground work for the continued maturation of the
Coast Guard Reserve.
These changes at the Headquarters level
may be fairly transparent to the rank and file
reservist, as they should be. Our reservists will
continue to train to their position-assigned
competencies through a mix of regular training,
training through augmentation, and
mobilization. By working in concert with the
capability managers within the Assistant
Commandant for Capabilities, we will build riskbased requirements, tempered by regional
training and recruiting limitations, resulting in a
more effective force aligned with the
Commandant’s Direction.
Last year my predecessor, Rear Adm. Scott
McKinley laid a course for the Reserve
Component – Get the Organization Right, Get
the Force Right, and Build Leadership for the
Reserve. Over the past year we have made good
on all three of these priorities and will continue
to build on positive momentum into the future
to ensure the long-term viability of our Reserve.
Semper Paratus.

As the Director of Reserve and Military
Personnel, Rear Admiral Sibley is responsible
for the development and oversight of military
personnel policy programs to recruit, manage,
shape and support approximately 7,000 Coast
Guard Reserve component members and more
than 40,000 Active Duty members.
Prior to this assignment, Rear Admiral
Sibley served as Deputy Commander, Coast
Guard Personnel Service Center in Washington,
DC, where he facilitated the execution of the
Coast Guard’s human resource policies by
recruiting, accessing, assigning, developing
careers, maintaining well-being, compensating,
separating and retiring the nearly 45,000
members of the active duty and reserve
workforce.
Rear Admiral Sibley is a native of West
Islip, NY and a 1989 graduate from the United
States Coast Guard Academy, earning a Bachelor
of Science Degree in Mathematics and Computer
Science. In 2001, he was awarded a Master of
Public Administration degree by George Mason
University.
Rear Admiral Sibley’s personal awards
include the Legion of Merit, Defense Meritorious
Service Medal, four Meritorious Service Medals,
three Coast Guard Commendation Medals, two
Coast Guard Achievement Medals, the Navy
Achievement Medal, and the Commandant’s
Letter of Commendation.
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